This paper focusses on a new clustering method called evidence accumulation clustering with dual rooted prim tree cuts (EAC-DC), based on the principle of cluster ensembles also known as "combining multiple clustering methods". A simple weak clustering algorithm is introduced based upon the properties of dual rooted minimal spanning trees and it is extended to multiple rooted trees. Co-association measures are proposed that account for the cluster sets obtained by these methods. These are exploited in order to obtain new ensemble consensus clustering algorithms. The EAC-DC methodology applied to both real and synthetic data sets demonstrates the superiority of the proposed methods.
INTRODUCTION
Data clustering (or unsupervised learning) is the task consisting of partitioning a set of data into non-overlapping subsets such that the inter-cluster variance is maximized and the intra-cluster variance is minimized ; patterns belonging to a same cluster share more similarity with each other than with patterns belonging to different cluster. Notion of similarity does not have a widely accepted definition and remains context dependent. This problem has been addressed in many fields of research: data mining, pattern recognition, machine learning. Many approaches have been developed to tackle this problem, among them hierarchical methods and partitioning algorithms are the most popular, see e.g. [1] or [2] . In this paper, we focus our attention on a more recent concept derived from studies on multi-learner systems. This new trend has recently emerged from the idea of combining multiple clustering results, called evidence accumulation clustering or consensus clustering. Since different clustering methods or initializations can produce different partitions on the same data, many approaches have been de-°T his research was partially supported by PPF-ISSO, Universite de Nice Sophia Antipolis and by grants from the US National Science Foundation under grants CCR-0325571 and CCF 0830490.
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In [3] , Fred and Jain propose to combine different data partitions by using a co-association measure (see next section for a definition). In [4] , the authors explore the same idea but consider a set of clustering partitions obtained by varying the initialization parameters of a K -means algorithm [5] . Such approaches were extended to the problem of clustering different subsets of objects and to combining clusters from a set of projections onto subspaces [6] , [7] . All these methods require the definition of consensus functions based on either co-association matrix [8] , majority voting [9] , hypergraph partitioning [10] or mixture of models [6] . A common appealing feature of these approaches is that combination of weak clustering methods can significantly enhance the quality of the clustering algorithms [6] .
In this paper, we present a method for data clustering that combines the concepts of cluster ensembles and minimal spanning tree (MST) -based clustering, called evidence accumulating clustering with dual rooted prim tree cuts (EAC-DC). As in other work [11] basis for the method is the evolution of Prim's algorithm for constructing the minimal spanning tree. An attractive feature of Prim-based clustering comes from its ability to account for both local and global geometrical information about the distribution of the data that is partitioned. Starting from the work of Grikschat et al. [11] , we present modified dual rooted MST distances that account for higher order neighborhood information in the distance matrix. We propose a clustering method which extracts sets of clusters from dual rooted and multi rooted diffusion trees. A K -rooted tree defines K clusters within the initial dataset without the need to define a partition of the dataset because not all vertices need to be connected. However, like most other clustering methods, the K-rooted tree exhibits variability with respect to the set of initializations of parameters. Ensemble clustering methods are applied to the K-rooted tree clusters to reduce variability and enhance clustering performance. We define new co-association measures, which compute the percentage of time a pair of points is classified in the same group. The final cluster set is computed by applying a spectral clustering algorithm [12] on co-association matrices and applying ensemble consensus approaches.
In Section 2, Prim's algorithm for constructing a MST is reviewed. Dual rooted and multi rooted MST-based clustering approaches are developed and discussed, then coassociation measures that make use of the obtained MSTbased cluster sets are proposed. The consensus clustering is presented to combine the cluster partitions. Different cluster validity indices are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents experimental results on both synthetic and real data sets.
EVIDENCE ACCUMULATION BASED ON MULTIPLE GRAPH CUTS
In this section, we consider the set V of N data points denotes the set of edges. The weight of an edge measures the dissimilarity or separation between two vertices. Here, only Euclidean distances will be examined although other metrics can be used [13] .
There exist different algorithms for constructing the MST [14] ; in this paper, the proposed method is the Prim construction algorithm [15] . The MST is fully connected, acyclic and the full MST does not depend upon the initial vertex on to which it is rooted. At iteration i, the Prim's algorithm connects the closest non-connected vertex to the tree constructed at iteration i -I . Subtrees obtained after N -1 iterations of the Prim's algorithm are equivalent MSTs defined over the set of N connected vertices. If Prim's algorithm is initialized at a vertex x and is stopped prematurely after k iterations, k < N -1, one obtains a subtree that we call a "Prim subtree rooted at x". The weight of a MST is minimal, where the weight is defined as the sum of the weights of edges connecting the vertices. There exist two principal ways to obtain clusters from the MST: 1) forward algorithms that successively add edges to a MST subtree until a cluster criterion is reached; 2) pruning algorithms that successively remove edges from the MST [2] . For example in a pruning method one segments the MST graph into k clusters by removing the k -1 largest edges. This method, similar to single-linkage clustering [2] , is known to be unstable, especially when the data contain outliers or are corrupted by noise. On the other hand, the proposed method of evolving several rooted Prim subtrees over the data set is an example of a forward algorithm. Forward algorithms are often less sensitive to outliers, as shown in the K-MST work of Hero and Michel [16] .
Dual-rooted tree
In this paper, we propose to construct a cluster ensemble P by applying Prim construction with different initializations. In [11] , Grikschat et al. propose a graph-based distance measure between two vertices derived from the hitting-time of the two Prim subtrees rooted at each pair of distinct vertices. In Grikschat paper, each Prim subtree is grown simultaneously at each iteration. A slight modification of the distance measure is proposed here where at each step of the tree growing procedure, only one of the two Prim subtrees is grown at each iteration, namely the one for which the new edge has minimal weight. As [11] , this process continues until the two subtrees collide. However, unlike in [11] numbers of vertices connected within each subtree are no longer always identical.
The tree obtained by the union of the two Prim subtrees is referred to as Dual Rooted Prim (Droopi) 1 . This Droopi tree enjoys many interesting properties, among which one will be extensively used in the rest of the paper: for a given couple of vertices {VI, V2} serving as roots of two subtrees, the last constructed edge, of weight noted Wlast connects the two subtrees together, is always the largest (with maximum weight) among the set of all edges from both subtrees. This maximum weight edge defines a distance -d(VI, V2) == Wlast -that is symmetric, positive and satisfies the triangular inequality. Consequently, each pair of root vertices is associated with a distance defined by the Droopi tree that connects a subset of vertices. This subset is easily partitioned into two clusters by applying a single graph cut to remove the largest, and last constructed edge. For each pair of root vertices considered, the members of a given cluster receive the same label, and these labels are recorded. In Fig. 1 , the Droopi tree is illustrated. We observe two labeled classes corresponding to vertices belonging to each subtree and a set of unlabeled vertices that are the unconnected vertices.
For each run of the graph-partitioning algorithm with different initializations, let Pi == {C l i , C 2i } be the resulting partition of the set of connected vertices for the couple of roots {VIi, V2i } (where i indexes this particular choice of roots). It is important to emphasize that C l i U C 2i -I-V and therefore, the algorithm exhibits two labeled classes and a set of unlabeled vertices. This will lead to some refinements in the definition of co-association measure (see Section 2.3).
1Details and properties of this new measure will be published separately. The algorithm could be stopped as soon as the K subtrees grown from the K roots are all connected. The K -1 cuts that will be considered are given by the longest edge that connects a subtree to the other subtrees. However, to circumvent the problem that some vertices are not included in any of the K subtrees (therefore not labeled), a slight modification is suggested. Once the K -1 candidate cuts are identified, the Prim's algorithm is iterated until all points are connected. The full MST is thus constructed and each vertex will receive a label according to a subtree to which it is ultimately connected. In this manner, for each run of the graph-partitioning algorithm with different initializations set of K roots, a partition Pi = {C l i , ... , CKd is stored. Note that Cl i U ... U C K i = V. In Fig . 2 , a multi rooted tree with K = 4 rooted vertices is shown.
Co-association measures
In this section, we propose a new way of combining clustering methods, based upon an evidence accumulation approach . Our approach relies on the assumption that two vertices belonging to the same cluster tend to receive the same cluster label every time that a different clustering algorithm is applied.
From the cluster ensemble P = {PI , . . . , PM}, obtained by applying M different clustering processes, and following the ideas introduced in [10] , [8] , we compute the following co-association measure
where n(x i , Xj ) stands for the number of times the two vertices received the same label, and therefore belong to the same cluster. When Droopi tree based clustering is implemented, there may be some instances when not all vertices receive a label (see Section 2.1). In order to account for this behaviour, a modified co-as sociation measure is proposed Although these definitions of co-association measures rely upon some reasonable heuristics, we propose to modify them. We consider all unlabeled vertices as being the elements of a "rejection cluster". If nn(Xi , Xj ) stands for the number of times both Xi and Xj belong to this rejection cluster, a natural modification of the definition (1) can thus be c o _aSSOCm od = n~n . As this measure gives an equal importance to the actual detected clusters and to the rejection cluster, we propose here to consider instead
m Xi,Xj)
M
As m :::; M, this will apply a larger weight to the detected clusters, and a lower weight to the rejection cluster.
Evidence accumulation clustering
For a given co-association criterion consider the set of all pairwise co-association measures co.associ Xi, X j ). We propose to apply spectral clustering with consensus to extract the final clusters. This differs from the approach of Fred and lain [8] , who apply hierarchical clustering algorithms on the co-association measures, and from Strehl and Gosh use a graph partitioning algorithm [10] .
Here, we propose to construct an affinity matrix A defined as:
where (J" and j3 are constants to be adjusted. Note that (J" defines the size of the neighborhood of significant pairwise influence between Xi and Xj. Following the work ofNg et al. [12] , we propose to identify the clusters by using a spectral clustering algorithm, which extracts the eigenstructure of A.
In the remainder of the paper, we will denote the application of spectral clustering to an affinity matrix of dual rooted Prim distances as EAC-DC (Evidence Accumulation Clustering by Droopi tree Cut). The co-association measures used to construct the affinity matrix will be denoted by adding an index: EAC-DC i means that co.associ was used. Multi rooted tree algorithm (Multi EAC-DC) leads to label all vertices. Therefore, only co_assoc1 measure will be considered for such multi-tree algorithms ..
Before we present the experimental results, the cluster validity indices used to evaluate the performances of the proposed approaches are introduced in the next section.
CLUSTER VALIDITY INDICES
Validity indices are used to compare two cluster partitions P and P*. If P* is some known ground truth reference partition, these indices can be used to benchmark the performances of the methods. For sake of completeness, we will also estimate the overall accuracy index which computes the percentage of points correctly labelled. The Rand (R) index [17] is defined as
where a is the number of pairs of points in V which have been classified as belonging to in the same set in P and in the same set in P* , b is the number of pairs of points in V which have been classified in different sets in P and in different sets in P*, c is the number of pairs of points in V which have been classified in the same set in P and in different sets in P* and d is the number of pairs of points in V which have been classified in different sets in P and in the same set in P* .
By construction, 0 < R(P, P*) < where t1 == 2:~1 (~i.) and t2 == 2:~1 (~j). n; is the number of instances of cluster i in partition P and N oj is the number of instances of cluster j in partition P*. A discussion of the motivation and the properties of this index may be found in [18] . The 1accard (1) index [17] is expressed as
J(P, P*) == a a+c+d
Strehl and Gosh [10] defined an index based on some notions of information theory: the normalized mutual information (NMI). The latter aims at defining information shared partitions P and P* and reads
N M I(P P*) = 2.I(P, P*) , H(P*) + H(P)
H(P) == -2:7=1 r;J log (r;J ), where n; is the number of points classified in cluster C i , C i E P.
ber of shared points in C, E P and C; E P*. H(P) represents the Shannon entropy of partition P; I(P, P*) == I(P*, P) -mutual information-measures the agreement between P and P* .
EMPIRICAL STUDY
In order to validate and evaluate the performances of the proposed approaches, tests on both synthetic data and real data sets from the VCI Machine Learning Repository [19] were conducted. In all our experiments, for each tested algorithm, a set of M == 100 random different intialization parameters was considered. We compare our method to several of the most commonly used algorithms in the literature: co-association measure, voting, graph representation: -evidence accumulation clustering with average-link algorithm (EAC -AL) [8] , [3] , -graph and hypergraph representation as described in [10] : cluster-based similarity partitioning algorithm (CSPA), hypergraph partitioning algorithm (HPGA) and meta-clustering algorithm (MCLA), -cumulative voting, see [9] for definitions: unnormalized reference based cumulative voting (VRCV), reference based cumulative voting (RCV), adaptive cumulative voting (ACV), -median partition: quadrature mutual information (QMI) [6] . Table 1 reports the results obtained with the methods introduced in the previous section. Performances are measured with the simple accuracy criterion (percentage of correctly labeled points). Results of our proposed methods on the synthetic data are shown in Fig. 3 . Our method clearly outperforms the previous methods proposed in the literature : this is due to the fact that the clusters in Fig. 3 are not convex. The multi rooted tree based approaches allow to solve this difficulty in the sense that the local geometry of distribution is explored through the Prim construction, whereas most other implemented methods rely on the constructions of partitions into convex subsets. Note that all these methods are unsupervised, except that the correct number of clusters is assumed to be known. Grikschat's method gives the same results as the EAC-DC but subtrees are computed with each pair of vertices, whereas in our approach only few subtrees are computed to obtain a distance matrix. Therefore, our method is less consuming in computing time. Further studies will be realized in a larger version of this paper.
Methods
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The first data set considered is Iris (150 points in a 4-dimensional feature space) [19] . It contains three classes of flower features with one class well separated from the others and two close classes. The obtained results are presented in Table 2 for different algorithms and validity indices. It appears that for these data set, the proposed multi EAC-DC significantly outperforms the other methods for any validity index. A second data set, breast cancer Wisconsin data [19] , has been analyzed. It consists of 683 9-dimensional feature vectors separated into two classes. For these data, the EAC-DC dominates the other methods (Table 3) , the voting approaches also give good results and notice that multi EAC-DC seems to be better in the case of more than two clusters. It will be valuable to investigate this point further on. Table 3 . Results obtained on Breast Cancer Wisconsin data in order to provide a final consensus partition. For this purpose, we have used spectral clustering approaches. Although it seems clear that Prim-based methods handle problem of non-convex subsets, the efficiency of the proposed methods may also be due to the non-convex adaptive properties of spectral clustering algorithms. We think that the primary strength of the EAC-DC approach is its simultaneous use of Prim-based co-association measures and spectral clustering approaches. However further study is needed to confirm the relative contribution of the two steps in EAC-DC.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented new clustering methods, based on the concept of evidence accumulation and on the combination of multiple clustering results. We proposed to exploit the properties of Prim-based co-association measures to form the cluster ensemble. We also proposed to extend this method to a multi-rooted aproach. This graph construction better captures both the local and the global intrinsic geometry of the data set. Multiple realizations of MSTcut clustering are performed for a set of random initialization parameters and allow to construct a cluster ensemble from which new co-association measures are proposed. The performances of these methods have been evaluated over a set of both synthetic and real data, thus highlighting very interesting and promising features of the proposed algorithms.
